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Optical trapping forces depend on the difference between the trap wavelength and the extinction
resonances of trapped particles. This leads to a wavelength-dependent trapping force, which should
allow for the optimization of optical tweezers systems, simply by choosing the best trapping wave-
length for a given application. Here we present an optical tweezer system with wavelength tunability,
for the study of resonance effects. With this system, the optical trap stiffness is measured for sin-
gle trapped particles that exhibit either single or multiple extinction resonances. We include discus-
sions of wavelength-dependent effects, such as changes in temperature, and how to measure them.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4704373]

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical tweezers have been shown to be a flexible and
useful tool for the manipulation of small objects from the
nanometer scale to the micrometer scale.1, 2 A conventional
optical tweezer system consists of a highly focused laser
beam, some basic optics, and detection electronics. Optical
tweezers have been used to study biological systems includ-
ing those at the single molecule level,3 properties of fluids,4

systems of colloids,5 and are also used as tools for manipula-
tion techniques for high resolution position sensing.6 While
many experiments have examined the physics of the trap-
ping forces in optical tweezers systems, effects of the trap-
ping wavelength on optical forces and the optical properties of
the trapped particle have not been previously analyzed. Here,
we describe the design, construction, and implementation of a
new optical tweezer apparatus, and show how it can be used to
investigate wavelength-dependent effects. In particular, we in-
vestigate the effect of wavelength on trap stiffness, and study
the interplay between trapping wavelength and optical
properties.

The trapping laser wavelength should play a strong role
in optimizing the optical forces of a tweezer system. There-
fore, our new apparatus can be used for determining the opti-
mal trapping wavelengths for a number of applications such as
optical sorting7, 8 and binding,9 low-optical-power tweezing,
and the prevention of thermal damage to delicate biological
systems,10 and the selective exertion of strong forces on small
objects in a crowded environment.11 In addition, our home-
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built apparatus is more cost-efficient than those based on com-
mercial microscopes. While it is true that optical tweezers are
typically able to trap a particle regardless of its resonance, ex-
perimentalists generally lack the ability to determine the op-
timal trapping wavelength. This is important for applications
where minimal heating12 or maximal forces13 are desired.

Properties of nano- and micron-scale objects, such as the
complex refractive index, depend on wavelength. Our appara-
tus will be useful for optical wavelength-dependent measure-
ments of single micro- and nano-particles. The bulk properties
of a material can differ greatly from those at the nanoscale.14

This optical system will provide a means for the measure-
ment of those smaller-scale properties for single particles
surrounded by a uniform fluid, preventing the need for a
substrate.15–17

Although optical forces due to a near-resonant laser
beam have been studied extensively for atoms, the situation
for larger particles has only been studied numerically.18 A
Rayleigh particle, one that is much smaller than the wave-
length of the light incident upon it, is expected to behave
much like an atom in an optical trap.19 The small size of
the particle compared to the large uniform electric field re-
sults in a dipole response. In such a case, the optical forces
are dominated by the complex polarizability of the particle,
which is inherently linked to the extinction (scattering plus
absorption) resonance of the particle. The total trapping force
is a sum of the gradient and scattering forces. The gradient
force arises from the strong intensity gradient of the highly
focused laser beam and the scattering force is due to the radi-
ation pressure. The gradient force which is mostly responsible
for trapping increases as the trapping wavelength approaches
the resonance from the red side (i.e., the longer wavelength
side), comes to a maximum close to the absorption reso-
nance wavelength, and drops sharply at the scattering reso-
nance. On the blue (shorter wavelength) side of the absorption
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resonance, the gradient force is repulsive and so no trapping is
expected.19 For larger particles whose size is on the order of a
wavelength, predictions of the trapping force require rigorous
numerical calculations and cannot be viewed with such a sim-
ple picture. In this regime, wavelength-dependent Mie scat-
tering resonances can occur. For some trapping schemes with
polystyrene particles, this wavelength dependence has been
considered, and maximal trapping forces were determined to
exist when the ratio of particle radius to trap wavelength is on
the order of one half to three-quarters.18 We expect enhanced
optical forces near a resonance for Rayleigh particles and for
particles whose size is comparable to the trap wavelength.
Previously, optical forces and their relationship to optical res-
onances have been studied in an optical levitation scheme
over short laser wavelength ranges20 and for dye-loaded di-
electric particles.21 In the first case, since the particles were
not actually optically trapped, only the scattering force and
not the gradient force was considered. In the second case, the
trap strength measurements were normalized by beads lack-
ing dye, meaning that only the absorption resonance, and not
the total extinction resonance, was considered. By consider-
ing the total extinction resonance of a trapped particle over an
optimized trapping wavelength range, this should allow for a
significant increase in trapping forces. We present here a new
optical tweezers system designed for measurements that are
wavelength dependent and for experiments that require mea-
surements at several wavelengths.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Experimental apparatus

The apparatus is based on a custom-built horizontal mi-
croscope (Fig. 1). Optical components41 are from Thorlabs,
Newport, COMAR, New Focus, and Edmund Optics, and are
mounted on two separate optical tables designed for vibra-
tion reduction. The beam paths remain parallel to the op-
tical tables and their heights are minimized to reduce drift
and vibration. For the trapping and detection lasers, we can
use either a CW TEM00 linearly polarized Titanium:sapphire
(Ti:sapphire) laser (900 mW at 790 nm, Del Mar Photonics,
San Diego, CA), tunable from 730 nm to 860 nm using a
birefringent crystal filter, or a CW linearly polarized diode
pumped Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm, 1.5 W, OEM laser systems,
East Lansing, Michigan). The system is designed such that
these lasers can be used independently or concurrently. The
lasers are aligned into the microscope so that their beam fo-
cuses overlap and particles may be exchanged from one trap
to the other and measured in either trap. To maximize point-
ing stability, the Ti:sapphire laser is fiber coupled from a sec-
ond optical table. Reflections which cause mode-hopping and
instabilities are prevented from entering the Ti:sapphire with
an optical beam isolator (BI) (IO-3-800-HP, OFR, Newton,
NJ). The wavelength of the Ti:sapphire beam is continuously
measured with a fiber spectrometer (USB2000, Ocean Optics,
Dunedin, FL). The polarization of the linearly polarized beam
is controlled with a half-wave plate (W1) and a polarizing
beamsplitter cube (PBS1) to ensure optimized coupling into
the polarization-maintaining optical fiber (PMF). A focusing
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FIG. 1. Experimental optical tweezers setup for wavelength-dependent
measurements.41 The Ti:sapphire laser is isolated from back reflections with
an optical isolator (BI). The polarization of the Ti:sapphire beam, which
serves as the wavelength-tunable source for the optical tweezers, is adjusted
with a waveplate (W1) and polarizing beamsplitter (PBS1) and sent through a
polarization-maintaining optical fiber. A focusing lens (FL) couples the beam
into the fiber and a collimating lens (CL) collimates the beam. A spectrome-
ter (SPEC) is used to monitor the laser beam wavelength. The optical power
of the Ti:sapphire beam is monitored using a beam sampler (BS) and photo-
diode (PD). Two lenses (L1 and L2) serve as a telescope for increasing the
Ti:sapphire beam diameter and are placed such that the mirror (M1) can be
used as a steering mirror. A dichroic mirror (D1) reflects the Ti:sapphire beam
into the microscope objective (MO1) used both to create the optical trap and
as the imaging lens in our microscope. Another microscope objective (MO2)
collects the light and serves as the condensing lens for our microscope. A
second dichroic mirror (D2) reflects the Ti:sapphire beam to the position-
sensing detector (PSD). A lens (L8) is used to project the back focal plane of
MO2 onto the PSD. The power of a second laser, Nd:YAG, is adjusted with a
waveplate (W2) and polarizing beamsplitter (PBS2) and a telescope (L3 and
L4) is used to increase the Nd:YAG beam diameter and to allow M2 to be the
Nd:YAG beam steering mirror. The Nd:YAG beam is coupled onto the same
path as the Ti:sapphire beam with a dichroic mirror (D3). A lamp and charge
coupled device (CCD) camera are used for viewing the trapping plane.

lens (FL) is used to couple the beam into the PMF (OZ
optics, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) which transfers the beam
between breadboards (PBH1112, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ)
(63-530, TMC, Peabody, MA). A collimating lens (CL)
(OZ optics, Ottowa, Ontario, CA) is used on the output of
the fiber to create a beam with a diameter of 4 mm. A beam
sampler (BS)(BSP 10-B1, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) reflects 4%
of the incident light to a photodiode (PD) (SM1PD1A, Thor-
labs, Newton, NJ). The signal of the photodiode is amplified
using a low noise current preamplifier (SR570, SRS, Sun-
nyvale, CA), and monitored with an oscilloscope (TDS2014,
Tektronix, Beaverton, OR) for optical power tracking. Lenses
(L1 and L2) form a telescope and increase the beam diameter
by a factor of 1.8 in order to optimally overfill the back aper-
ture of the trapping microscope objective lens. These lenses
are placed so that the back-focal-plane of the trapping objec-
tive lens (MO1) is imaged onto the steering mirror M1.
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A dichroic mirror (D1) (XF2033, Omega Optical,
Brattleboro, VT) reflects the Ti:sapphire beam into an oil-
immersion trapping microscope objective lens (MO1) (63X,
1.4 NA, Plan Apochromat oil, 440760, Zeiss, Thornwood,
NY) and transmits visible light for imaging. Another mi-
croscope objective lens (MO2) (40X, 0.6NA, 440864, LD
Achroplan air, Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) collects the forward-
scattered light. A Helium:Neon laser (not shown) is used to
align the two microscope objectives so that they are aligned
along the central axis of the microscope. After MO2, the
Ti:sapphire beam is reflected from a dichroic mirror (D2)
(XF2033, Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT) and a lens (L7)
is placed so that the back focal plane of MO2 is projected
onto a duolateral position sensing detector (PSD) (210LSP,
On-Trak Photonics, Inc., Lake Forest, CA). Resulting voltage
signals are amplified with a voltage amplifier (OT301, On-
Trak, Irvine, CA) and measured with a data acquisition card
(PCI-6221, National Instruments, Austin, TX) controlled by
custom-made LABVIEW programs.

The power of the Nd:YAG laser is controlled with a half-
waveplate (W2) and a polarizing beamsplitter cube (PBS2).
Lenses L3 and L4 form a 1:3 telescope and increase the beam
diameter in order to optimally overfill the back aperture of
MO1. Lenses L5 and L6 form a 1:1 telescope and are placed
such that the mirror M2 is a steering mirror for the Nd:YAG
beam. M2 is mounted on a piezo-actuated mirror mount (AG-
M100N, Newport, Irvine, CA) for high resolution beam steer-
ing. A dichroic mirror (D3) (XF2016, Omega Optical, Brattle-
boro, VT) combines the Nd:YAG beam with the Ti:sapphire
beam path. The Nd:YAG beam follows the same path as the
Ti:sapphire beam after the dichroic. A microscope lamp illu-
minates the sample placed between the microscope objective
lenses and a lens (L7) acts as an imaging lens for projecting
the trapping plane onto a charge coupled device (CCD)
camera.

The sample chamber is formed with two microscope cov-
erslips (22x22-0, Fisherbrand, Waltham, MA) separated by
a 0.5 mm silicone spacer (JTR-S-0.5, Grace BioLabs, Bend,
OR) and sealed with silicone vacuum grease (Dow Corning,
Midland, MI). The chamber is placed on a custom-built mount
which slides easily between the microscope objectives and
remains aligned to a plane normal to the direction of light
propagation. The mount is fixed to a three-axis stage whose
motion can be controlled by three high-resolution (20 nm step
size) Picomotors (New Focus, Santa Clara, CA). Before each
experiment, the sample chamber is filled with purified and
deionized water and a small amount of particles. The con-
centration of particles is chosen such that only one particle
will diffuse into the trap every ten minutes. A conventional
commercial inverted microscope could have been used for this
experiment, but for our purposes, a custom-built system was
more versatile and allowed for us to easily make changes as
the apparatus evolved.

Using this apparatus, we have trapped gold nanoshells
in addition to polystyrene and silica microspheres. A gold
nanoshell is a small silica sphere coated with a thin, uni-
form layer of gold.22 Based on the overall size and the gold
thickness, the nanoshell extinction resonance can be tuned
from the visible to the infrared. We have trapped a range
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FIG. 2. Experimental extinction spectra of gold nanoshells in bulk (black
dotted line) and polystyrene spheres in bulk (grey solid line) used in this
study. The polystyrene spheres have a radius of 0.295 μm. Two peaks are
evident in the gold nanoshell spectrum. The one at 680 nm is the absorption
peak and the one centered at 980 nm is the scattering peak. The silica core of
each nanoshell has a radius of 90 nm while the gold coating is 18 nm thick.
For gold nanoshells, these peaks grow further apart as the overall size of the
particle increases.22 Inset: SEM image of gold nanoshells.

of nanoshells with diameters ranging from 100 nm to 200 nm,
with extinction resonances centered at wavelengths from
650 nm to 1100 nm. Gold nanoshells serve as the Rayleigh
particles for this experiment. We have also optically trapped
uncoated polystyrene and silica spheres ranging in diameter
from 100 nm to 5.5 μm (Bangs Laboratories, Fishers, IN).
Figure 2 shows the bulk experimental extinction spectra for
the two species presented in detail in this work. The spectra
are measured with a Spectronic Genesys 5 spectrophotometer
(Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA). Both measurements are per-
formed for bulk particles in water. The extinction resonance
peak for the gold nanoshells is at 980 nm. The radius of the
silica in the gold nanoshell is 90 nm and the overall radius is
108 nm, giving a gold shell with a thickness of 18 nm. The
extinction resonance peak for the polystyrene spheres is at
306 nm and the radius of these particles is 0.295 μm. These
measured spectra are for bulk particles in water and typically
will exhibit peak broadening due to particle-to-particle inho-
mogeneities, as compared to a spectrum for a single particle.
However, the feature of interest, the wavelength correspond-
ing to the extinction maximum, is not affected unless those
inhomogeneities are extreme and abundant. As shown in the
inset in Fig. 2, the gold nanoshells utilized in this study are
quite uniform in size and shape.

B. Wavelength calibration techniques

In an optical tweezer, a stable trapped particle is confined
to an effective harmonic potential and can be described as an
overdamped oscillator subject to the Langevin force arising
from thermal fluctuations.23 The power spectral density of the
displacement of the particle is Lorentzian in shape24 and has
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the form

Sx ( f ) = kB T

2π2β( f 2
0 + f 2)

, (1)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, and
β = 6πηr is the drag coefficient determined by Stokes’ law,
where η is the fluid viscosity, and r is the particle radius.
The viscosity of water, the background medium in this ex-
periment, is temperature dependent, as described by Laliberté
for temperature in Celsius.25

η(T ) = T + 246

(0.05594T + 5.2842)T + 137.37
. (2)

The corner frequency or roll-off frequency f0 = κ(2πβ)−1

is proportional to the trap stiffness, κ , and provides for a
measurement of κ .26 In our apparatus, the motion of the
trapped particle is tracked using a back focal plane detection
technique.27 Intensity shifts arising from the interference of
unscattered and scattered laser light occur in the back focal
plane of the collecting microscope objective and are recorded
with a position sensitive detector. This allows for a measure-
ment of the position of the particle as a function of time.
We record the motion of the trapped particle for fifteen to
twenty seconds at an acquisition rate of 15 kHz. We then
fit a Lorentzian to the power spectrum and determine the
corner frequency as shown in Figure 3. This is repeated for
the same particle at several trapping wavelengths. Following
the method of Neuman and Block,28 we obtained the con-
version factor between voltage and displacement by moni-
toring the displacement voltage of a sphere of known radius
stuck to the coverslip surface as the coverslip was translated
using the picomotor-driven stage. This technique allows for
displacement to be displayed on the vertical axis. In order
to use the corner frequency to find the trap stiffness, κ , the
drag coefficient β must also be determined. The drag
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FIG. 3. Power spectra of the trapped nanoshell and polystyrene sphere de-
scribed in Figure 2. The trapping wavelength was 760 nm. The nanoshell
(black dots) was trapped with 54 mW and the polystyrene sphere was trapped
with 40 mW (grey circles). The black (nanoshell) and grey (sphere) lines
show Lorentzian fits for each experimental data set. The size of the data
points reflects the error in the measurement. The laser power was monitored
via a pickoff and photodiode and the system was calibrated such that the op-
tical power listed here is an upper-bound for the optical power at the sample
plane. This calibration technique is described at the end of the wavelength
calibration techniques section.

coefficient depends on both the particle size and the surround-
ing fluid viscosity. The trap stiffness depends on many fac-
tors including the optical power, the diameter of the beam
entering the back aperture of the objective lens, the refrac-
tive index of the particle and surrounding medium, and the
distance of the trapped particle from the surface. In order to
highlight the wavelength-dependent changes in trap stiffness,
changes in these other factors are minimized for trapped par-
ticles over the entire wavelength range. However, the fluid
viscosity changes dramatically with temperature, and there-
fore must be determined for each data point. For each in-
dividual gold nanoshell or dielectric sphere, the particle is
trapped with light starting at one end of the tunable trap-
ping wavelength spectrum. We then record the motion of a
single particle as a function of wavelength, and ensure that
the experimental parameters across the wavelength range are
constant.

As previously mentioned, only one particle is trapped at
a time. Although the polystyrene spheres are easily imaged,
the nanoparticles are not visible in the light microscope, so a
different method is required for ensuring that only one parti-
cle is in the optical trap. If a second particle or multiple par-
ticles enter the trap, the voltage signals on the PSD change
significantly. If a histogram is made of the position data, the
histogram is Gaussian, but the histogram widens and the peak
height decreases if more than one particle is trapped.29 In ad-
dition, the power spectrum corner frequency also increases
when two metallic nanoparticles are trapped and the stan-
dard deviation of the voltage signal increases step-wise in
amplitude with trapped particle number.30 We performed sev-
eral measurements for nanoshells and found a minimum volt-
age signal variance, standard deviation, and corner frequency
which correspond to single gold nanoshells. During data anal-
ysis, we compare these characteristic signals to the data in
question to ensure that only one particle was trapped for each
data set. Images of larger particles (0.3 μm and higher) are
visible in the light microscope and therefore multiple parti-
cle trapping is simple to detect. The effect of multiple-trapped
spheres on the PSD voltage is also quite pronounced for larger
spheres. Voltage signal variances increase by a factor of about
two, and the corner frequency of the power spectrum will gen-
erally reduce by half when trapping two large dielectric parti-
cles as compared to one.31

In order to measure the trap stiffness of a particle with
both lasers, a complete overlap of the focus of the two trap-
ping beams was necessary. This was achieved by first trap-
ping a sphere with one laser and recording an image with the
CCD camera. Then an identical sphere was trapped with the
second laser. The steering mirror for the trap from the sec-
ond laser was moved so that the trapped sphere overlapped
perfectly with the image of the trapped sphere from the first
laser. This process was repeated with smaller and smaller
spheres until the traps were aligned. In order to collect data
for one particle with both traps, the particle was first trapped
with the Nd:YAG laser and data was collected. The optical
power of the Ti:sapphire laser was slowly ramped up until it
reached a maximum. The optical power of the second laser
was then slowly decreased. The particle remained in the trap-
ping volume throughout this process if sufficient alignment
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was achieved. The optical power of the Ti:sapphire laser was
then adjusted for taking data.

The apparatus was constructed to measure the effect
of wavelength on the trapping of nanoshells and dielec-
tric spheres. Therefore, we attempted to minimize all other
wavelength-dependent trap changes. In order to minimize
chromatic aberration, all lenses were achromats. Changing the
wavelength from one end of the Ti:sapphire spectrum to the
other did not affect the fiber coupling efficiency. Still, we felt
it was important to determine the effects of chromatic aber-
ration over the wavelength range. The beam diameter was
measured at the entrance to the trapping objective lens and
at a second location 20 cm further “downstream” with the
dichroic mirror D1 removed. In both cases, the beam diam-
eter increased in size by 5% from 730 nm to 860 nm. We also
calculated and measured the beam waist size at the focus after
the objective lens. Changes in the beam waist were measured
by moving the sample stage in the axial direction such that
the beam focus occurred at the inner face of the coverslip.
The reflection of the focused beam was imaged on the CCD
camera. The pixel size of the collected image was calibrated
using a 100 LP/mm Ronchi ruling (NT38-562, Edmund Op-
tics, Barrington, NJ). Images were collected at each trapping
wavelength and compared in order to determine changes in
the beam waist size. With this technique, the 1/e2 measured
beam waist size for 730 nm trap light was 824 nm and for
850 nm light was 720 nm, for a difference of 12%. Although
this measurement technique gives the beam waist when the
beam is focused on the coverslip and not at the actual trap-
ping plane, we expect that the changes in the beam waist over
the wavelength range will not differ greatly at the two ax-
ial focus positions. Calculations of the beam waist were per-
formed with PSF Lab,32 and took into account microscope
objective design characteristics, true experimental parameters
which differed from those in the design (i.e., the coverslip
thickness used for the experiment and input into PSF Lab was
0.15 mm but the trapping microscope objective was designed
for 0.17 mm coverslips), and other details particular to our
experiment. The calculated beam waist for 850 nm light was
784 nm and for 730 nm light was 861 nm, for a difference of
8.9%. The ≈10% difference in beam waist size should affect
the optical trapping forces somewhat. Curiously, for both the
measured and calculated values, the beam waist decreases in
size with an increase in wavelength. This trend opposes that
predicted by a general knowledge of diffraction. In general,
the beam should focus more tightly for smaller wavelengths.
This does occur when the beam waist size is calculated with
PSF Lab over a larger range (from 300 nm to 900 nm). For this
particular system, the effects of the nonideal parameters such
as mismatched indices of refraction and coverslip thickness
contribute to unexpected light focusing in the 730 nm to
860 nm laser wavelength range. The dependence of trap stiff-
ness on changes in beam waist size will therefore be highly
dependent on the details of a particular system, and would
need to be tested with particles that are known to have no res-
onance near or within the experimental wavelength range.

In order to further test the wavelength-dependent focus-
ing effects of the trapping microscope objective, the axial shift
of the focus was also measured. First, the picomotor control-

ling the stage in the axial direction was calibrated. This was
achieved by trapping a polystyrene sphere and then by slowly
moving the stage a noted number of steps towards the edge
of the sphere. The spheres used for this particular measure-
ment stuck very easily to the coverslip, so once the sphere
came into contact with the glass surface, motion would im-
mediately stop and become unaffected by the laser trap. The
position signal and the power spectrum of the sphere were ob-
served in real time. Based on Faxen’s law and the fact that the
trap stiffness is dependent on Stokes’ drag,26 the position sig-
nal and the power spectrum signal are sensitive to changes in
distance between the trapped particle and the chamber sur-
face. When the signals suddenly matched those of a stuck
sphere, it was determined that the coverslip was touching the
edge of the sphere. The sphere was then released from the
trap by temporarily blocking the beam, and the picomotor was
moved a noted number of steps until the reflection from the
coverslip was minimized in diameter, meaning the coverslip
was located at the beam focus. The radius of the sphere was
known, and the distance from the beam focus to the center
of the trapped sphere was determined based on Neuman and
Block.28 The distance traveled by the coverslip should equal
the displacement of the center of the sphere from the beam
focus subtracted from the radius of the sphere. In this man-
ner, the step size of the picomotor was calibrated and deter-
mined to be 8 ± 1 nm when the picomotor moved the sample
chamber away from the microscope objective at a frequency
of 100 Hz. With this picomotor step size calibration, the axial
beam focus shift was measured as a function of wavelength.
Using the Ti:sapphire laser, the CCD camera recorded an im-
age of the back reflection of the trap light from the coverslip
at 860 nm. The trap light was then scanned to the other end
of the spectrum at 730 nm while maintaining a constant opti-
cal power incident upon the CCD camera. The axial direction
picomotor was then used to move the coverslip until the di-
ameter of the back reflection of the trap at 730 nm was the
same as that measured at 860 nm. The number of steps was
noted, and the distance traveled was calculated to be 400 nm
± 100 nm, meaning that over the entire wavelength range,
the beam focus shifts 400 nm further away from or closer to
the edge of the sample chamber. This could affect trap stiff-
ness in two ways. First, spherical aberrations in the Gaussian
profile of the trapping laser beam can increase or decrease
with changes in distance from the coverslip to the beam fo-
cus, as a function of the index of refraction of the immersion
liquid, of the coverslip glass, and of the fluid inside the sam-
ple chamber.33 Second, for a particle whose radius is compa-
rable to the quantity ξ , the distance from a particle’s center to
the coverglass surface, large changes in the viscous drag can
occur. We avoid this complication by keeping ξ at least four
times the sphere radius. In order to test the effects of spheri-
cal aberration from changes in ξ , we trapped single particles
and measured the corner frequency at several values of ξ . For
a single trapped nanoshell, the corner frequency typically de-
creases by a factor of two when ξ increases by 10 μm. For a
single trapped polystyrene sphere (0.94 μm in diameter) the
corner frequency increases by a factor of 1.6 with an increase
in ξ by 9 μm. How spherical aberrations affect the trapping
forces is highly dependent on both particle size and ξ , hence
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the discrepancy in trends for the two particles. At any rate,
for a small change in ξ , small changes in corner frequencies
are expected. Based on the measurements described here, the
change in ξ (400 nm) due to the maximum change in wave-
length should not contribute to more than a 10% increase or
decrease in the corner frequency.

Another possible effect caused by changing the wave-
length is the performance of the Ti:sapphire laser. As the
Ti:sapphire wavelength is varied, starting from 730 nm, the
maximum power slowly increases and reaches a maximum at
790 nm, and as the wavelength is increased further, the power
decreases again to a minimum at 860 nm. As discussed, it
is important to keep all parameters constant while changing
wavelength, and so a scheme was developed to ensure con-
stant laser power. The photodiode (PD) in Figure 1 measures
changes in the optical power from a pickoff reflection of the
Ti:sapphire laser beam. The photodiode current is converted
to voltage and recorded simultaneously with the voltage sig-
nals from the PSD during data collection, allowing for a mea-
sure of trap power at any given time. A calibration was also
carried out to ensure that the PD voltage gives an accurate
measurement of the optical power at the trapping plane. Since
the corner frequency of a trapped particle increases linearly
with the trap optical power, we simultaneously measured the
PD voltage and the corner frequency for a large (4.84 μm)
polystyrene sphere. For a particle of this size the optical res-
onances should not affect the stiffness over the wavelength
range. Not surprisingly, the measured corner frequency and
the measured voltage coincide in shape across the trapping
wavelength range as the maximum trap power changes, as
shown in Figure 4, left inset. The change in the corner fre-
quency follows the same basic path as the change in mea-
sured voltage, or essentially the change in optical power. It
should follow that a constant voltage at the PD should re-
sult in a constant optical power level at the trapping plane
regardless of the trapping wavelength. In order to verify this
assumption, the optical power at the trapping plane was
measured directly with an optical power meter (FieldMate,

FIG. 4. Measured optical power after the trapping microscope objective for
constant voltage on the power-monitor photodiode. Inset left - Measured cor-
ner frequency for a polystyrene sphere trapped over the wavelength range
with maximum power at each wavelength. Black squares are the measured
corner frequency of the trapped particle and grey diamonds are the measured
voltages from the power tracking photodiode (PD). Inset right - Optical power
vs. photodiode voltage calibration curve: The measured power after the trap-
ping microscope objective as a function of photodiode voltage.

Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) while monitoring the PD voltage.
The laser power was controlled by adjusting the power of the
pump laser for the Ti:sapphire at each wavelength, such that
the PD voltage remained constant. Light exiting the trapping
microscope objective (MO1) was collimated onto the power
meter detector by removing L1 from the beam path only for
this measurement. This results in L2 and MO1 becoming a
telescope pair, since L2 was already placed at a distance equal
to its focal length away from MO1, so collimated light en-
tering L2 should also be collimated when it exits MO1. As
expected the measured optical power after MO1 remained es-
sentially constant for a given photodiode voltage as the wave-
length was varied (Figure 4). While the photodiode response
increased slightly over the wavelength range, the microscope
objective transmission decreased comparably over the wave-
length range, resulting in this constant photodiode reading
corresponding to a constant optical power at the sample plane.
A calibration curve was generated for the optical power of the
trap as a function of measured photodiode voltage (Figure 4,
right inset). In order to control the optical power at the sam-
ple plane in practice, the optical power of the Ti:sapphire laser
was adjusted manually by controlling the optical power of its
pump laser until the desired photodiode voltage was achieved,
using the calibration curve in Figure 4 (right inset). This was
repeated for each wavelength used.

C. Temperature and viscosity effects

Trap stiffness, κ , determined from the corner frequency
measurement, depends linearly on the viscosity, η, of the fluid
surrounding the trapped particle, since κ = 12π2rηf0, where r
is the radius of the particle. It is important to note that the
fluid viscosity of water is highly temperature-dependent.25

The absorption of a gold nanoshell changes with wavelength,
and therefore the surface temperature of a nanoshell should
also change with wavelength, affecting the local water viscos-
ity. Additionally, the absorption of water changes with wave-
length, affecting the temperature of the water within the trap-
ping volume.

While several methods have been developed for deter-
mining the temperature in an optical trap, most of them
require sophisticated optical setups or complex chemical
systems.34–36 Here, we utilized a technique which required no
additional equipment. The technique is based on approaches
developed by Peterman et al.37 and Abbondanzieri et al.38 us-
ing the temperature-dependent viscosity in Eq. (2). At fre-
quencies significantly higher than the corner frequency (f
� f0), the effect of corner frequency becomes negligible, and
Eq. (1) becomes independent of trap stiffness. However, it
remains dependent on the ratio of temperature to viscosity,
which is a function of temperature when Eq. (2) is inserted
for viscosity.25 The effect of changing temperature can be
seen from close inspection of the high-frequency region of
the power spectra of a trapped particle as see in Figure 5.
If the temperature were to remain constant as a function of
wavelength, then the spectra should overlap at high frequen-
cies. We see, however, that they do not overlap at different
wavelengths, indicating a change in temperature as a function
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FIG. 5. (a) Lorentzian fits of power spectra for a single nanoshell trapped at
several trapping wavelengths: Black solid line is 750 nm, black dash-dot line
is 770 nm, dark grey dashed line is 790 nm, grey solid line is 810 nm, light
grey dash-dot line is 830 nm, and light grey dashed line is 850 nm. Inset is the
raw data corresponding to the fits. The optical power at the sample plane is
maintained at 54 mW at each trapping wavelength. (b) High-frequency region
of (a).

of wavelength. The temperature at each trapping wavelength
was determined by analysis of the high-frequency region. The
data was collected using a calibrated detector. Detector cali-
brations were performed at each trapping wavelength by mov-
ing a particle stuck to the coverslip through the center of the
fixed Ti:sapphire laser beam.28

We verified the accuracy of the temperature measure-
ment by measuring the trap stiffness with two different meth-
ods. The power spectrum method, described above, utilized
Eq. (1), where the trap stiffness is implicitly dependent on
temperature. The second method used the equipartition of en-
ergy κ = kBT/〈x2〉, where x is the displacement of the parti-
cle from the trap center, and was only linearly dependent on
temperature. A comparison of the two values for the trap stiff-
ness determined with each method should not agree as a func-
tion of wavelength if the temperature is incorrect, and should
closely agree if the correct values for temperature are used. As
expected, the stiffnesses did not overlap when the temperature
surrounding the nanoshell was assumed to be a constant at
room temperature for each trapping wavelength (Figure 6(a)).
When the measured temperature at each trapping wavelength
was used, the trap wavelength dependence of the stiffnesses
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FIG. 6. Trap stiffness for the gold nanoshell described in Figures 2 and 3,
measured over the trapping wavelength range. Circles are for data determined
by the power spectrum method and triangles are for data determined by the
equipartition method. (a) Stiffness with constant temperature assumed.
(b) Stiffness with measured temperature incorporated into the stiffness
determination.

agreed (Figure 6(b)). The agreement is not exact, however.
The percent difference between the two stiffness values at
each wavelength ranges from 0.2% to 7%, and is likely due in
part to small errors in the detector calibration. Additionally,
systematic differences are well-known and expected for re-
sults found by the equipartition and power spectrum methods.
This is due to an underestimation of 〈x2〉 from finite sampling
of x.39 Since we are interested more in a change in tempera-
ture over our wavelength trapping range, and less in absolute
values, we consider the close agreement of the stiffness in
Figure 6(b) to be sufficient.

Clearly, changes in temperature (and therefore the vis-
cosity) due to changing the trap wavelength in optical tweez-
ers experiments for both absorbing and nonabsorbing parti-
cles trapped in water, must be included in system calibrations
before accurate wavelength-dependent measurements can be
realized. Other methods could be employed for determining
temperature, including measurements with particles embed-
ded in lipid membranes35 and measurements of trapped parti-
cles subject to a well-known periodic motion of the sample
chamber.37 Viscosity could also be determined experimen-
tally by utilizing a simultaneous analysis of CCD camera im-
ages of a trapped particle with position signals from a position
detector.40 It is important to note that repeating such measure-
ments would be necessary for each trapping wavelength used
in the data collection. Other experiments such as the measure-
ment of trap stiffness versus ξ (the distance from coverslip to
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trapped particle), trap stiffness versus laser power, and other
measurements where temperature may be a changing exper-
imental parameter may require a measurement of heating in
order to obtain highly accurate results.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work we have described a custom-built and
versatile optical tweezer system with a set of experimental
procedures allowing for the measurement of optical proper-
ties of single nano- or micro-particles as a function of wave-
length. We avoided the more commonly used commercial in-
verted microscope in order to allow for a more adaptable sys-
tem for studying different properties of a trapped particle. We
currently measure the motion of a trapped particle with back
focal plane interferometry, but the system could easily be al-
tered to incorporate other light sources and detector types for
a variety of measurements. With our apparatus, as long as
the particle can be trapped, its optical properties (or perhaps
other properties) may be studied. The properties of a material
on a nano- or micro-scale sometimes differ from those for a
bulk sample, and our apparatus may be utilized to examine
these properties as the trapped particle size or optical trap-
ping wavelength is changed. It may be possible that a laser
with a broader wavelength range could be implemented into
the system, allowing for more spectrally complete single par-
ticle measurements. In this case, more care should be taken
to prevent changes in the trap size and changes in chromatic
aberrations from affecting the experimental outcome.

An optical trap is a light-based system, therefore it is no
surprise that changing the wavelength of the system will result
in inherent changes in other properties. We have developed
methods to prevent these changing properties from affecting
the measurement outcomes, and have shown that these meth-
ods are able to isolate the wavelength dependence to the prop-
erty being investigated. This was particularly important for
the case of wavelength-dependent optical absorption where
the temperature and viscosity of the trapped particle and sur-
rounding fluid varied. Direct measurements of temperature
were achieved in order to correct for this heating in measure-
ments of the trap stiffness.

Future experiments that could be carried out with this
apparatus include studies of index of refraction of particles,
wavelength-dependent heating or other effects in biological
systems, and wavelength-dependent effects in particles com-
posed entirely of metal. In the future we plan to implement
a more widely tunable laser and/or smaller particles to con-
tinue studies of trap stiffness and its relationship to optical
extinction resonance. We expect this will lead to a deeper
understanding of fundamental phenomena in optical trapping
science.
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